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Abstract

An approach for modelling and simulating the architectural development of apple trees is presented. The approach is based on using an L-systems framework to integrate a Markov model of terminal bud fate and a number of hidden semi-Markov models of axial bud fate. Results show that these models are able to represent the branching zones observed in apple trees at node scale, simulate the sequences of annual growth units found along branches, and capture important aspects of the bearing pattern. Integrating these models gives a simulation of the development of the whole tree that can be used to evaluate the ability of local-scale models to capture global characteristics.

INTRODUCTION

When studying fruit trees, it is important to consider the architecture or structure of the tree, in addition to more commonly studied issues such as fruit quality and resistance to pest and disease (Laurens et al., 2000). In the context of orchard management, the structure of the tree will have a strong influence on the amount of tree maintenance required, with certain tree forms reducing the need for pruning and chemical thinning. The branching pattern of the tree is also closely related to the important issue of the regularity of fruit bearing (Lauri et al., 1997).

Previous work on apple trees (Malus x domestica Borkh) has investigated intra-specific variability in apple tree architecture (Costes and Guédon 1997, 2002, Costes et al., 2003). These studies were based on a method for measuring and analysing plant architecture that combines topological and geometrical descriptions of plants at several scales simultaneously (Godin et al., 1997, 1999). Local-scale empirical models were developed for analysing branching patterns along the trunks of different apple cultivars (Costes and Guédon 1997, 2002). A succession of distinct homogenous zones along the trunk was observed and represented in a relatively empirical way by Markov models (Guédon et al., 2001). These Markov models were also applied to analysing the zones observed in shoots of different lengths in peach trees (Fournier et al., 1998).

On the other hand, L-systems provide a well-established approach for modelling the development of branching systems (Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990). They have been used in agronomic and horticultural applications such as simulating the structural development of cotton plants and peach trees, based on functional hypotheses (Hanan and Hearn, 2002, Allen et al., 2004).
The goal of the present study is to further develop the approach used for the trunk by parameterising Markov chain models for branching along the other annual growth units (GUs) of the tree. We also aim to extend the approach to model the succession of GUs along branches. These local-scale models will then be integrated into a global simulation of the architectural development of whole apple trees, based on L-systems.

The initial aim of the study was to produce a relatively accurate whole tree simulation so that comparison between global characteristics of the simulated trees and the measured trees could be used to evaluate the ability of local-scale Markovian models to capture global characteristics of the trees. We therefore used a stochastic approach rather than a detailed modelling of the underlying functional-structural mechanisms, such as carbon allocation or hormone interaction. A long term goal is to produce an accurate simulation, which could be used to predict the architectural development of different cultivars over time, and thus investigate and specify inter-cultivar differences in fruit position and regularity. We were interested in whether an approach based on Markov chain models and L-systems would be capable of producing such a simulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The general approach, as illustrated in Figure 1, is to start by analysing a database of branching structures and thus formulating local-scale stochastic models of branching based on Markov chains. Using L-systems, these local-scale models will then be integrated into a simulation of full tree architectural development. Simulated structures can then be compared to the original structures at the global scale.

Constructing the simulation involved finding ways of answering a number of questions. When is a bud transformed into a growing apex? How many internodes and axial buds will a growing apex produce before becoming a dormant terminal bud? What will be the fate of this terminal bud? What will be the fate of the axial buds? The answers to these questions are based on the system of categorisation used in the tree structure database, and the local-scale Markovian models built from this database.

Encoded Database of Measured Tree Structures

The database consists of recorded measurements for two six-year-old Fuji apple trees, with development over the six years deduced by using morphological markers such as leaf scars (Costes et al., 2003). From this database, GUs of different types were coded using numerical symbols. Proleptic vegetative short, medium and long branches were represented with a 1, 5 and 2, respectively, and sylleptic GUs with a 4. Each bud was assigned a code according to its fate, so that a bud that produced a long GU was a type 2 bud, for example. Dormant buds were represented with a 0.

This categorisation defined the timing for growth within the simulation. Buds of type 1,2 and 5 grow in the following year, unless they are the ‘terminal’ bud of a floral GU (the bourse shoot bud), in which case they grow immediately (Crabbé and Escobedo, 1991). Buds of type 4 (sylleptic) always grow immediately.

This categorisation also enabled the extraction of sequences representing the fate of the axillary buds along a GU, or the succession of GUs (fate of terminal buds) along a growth axis. These sequences could then be analysed to produce local-scale Markovian models of terminal and axillary bud fate.
Local-Scale Markovian Models of Bud Fate

1. Markovian Model for Terminal Bud Fate. A stochastic Markovian model was used to predict the fate of terminal buds and thus the sequence of GU types along an axis. The basic model formulation is illustrated graphically in Figure 2. Formally, a Markov chain consists of a set of states, a set of probabilities governing which will be the initial or starting state, and a matrix of probabilities controlling the transitions between states. (Ephraim and Merhav, 2002). In this case, the ‘states’ correspond to the possible fates of a terminal bud: a long GU, a short GU, a medium GU, a floral GU or death. The type of the first GU of an axis is given by the hidden semi-Markov models described below, except for the trunk. The fate of the terminal bud is then controlled by a matrix of transition probabilities obtained by an analysis of the observed sequences of GUs along the axes. For example, the transition probability from a long GU to a floral GU in the model is given by calculating the proportion of long GUs in the database for which the following GU was floral. (GUs not followed by another GU were not considered). Based on previous data analysis (Costes et al., 2003), the probability of death each year is 0.3 for short GUs and zero for other GUs.

2. Hidden Semi-Markov Models for Axillary Bud Fate. A preliminary analysis of the observed sequences representing the fates of the axillary buds along a GU suggested a succession of distinct homogenous zones along all the GUs in the tree, similar to that observed for the trunk. For example, we might find a zone of mostly floral GU buds, followed by a zone of mostly dormant buds, followed by a zone of mixed long and medium GU buds. This in turn suggested the use of hidden semi-Markov chain (HSMC) models to predict these sequences. Formally, a hidden semi-Markov chain consists of a number of states, a set of initial probabilities and a matrix of transition probabilities, like a Markov chain. In addition, each state has an occupancy distribution and an observation distribution associated with it. In this case, the ‘states’ correspond to distinct homogenous zones along a GU; the initial and transition probabilities control the succession of zones found along a GU; the occupancy distribution controls the length of the zones; and the observation distribution controls the fates of the axillary buds within the zone, as shown in Figure 3. In the simulation, a previously developed HSMC model was adapted for use for the trunk (Costes and Guédon, 2002), and new models were developed for the branches.

L-systems

Formally, an L-system consists of an alphabet of symbols (which can represent parts of a plant), an axiom (or starting point) and productions or re-writing rules. Figure 4 gives a simple example of how symbols and re-writing rules, combined with a graphical translation, can be used to represent plant development. (Lindenmayer and Prusinkiewicz, 1990).

The basic symbols used in the apple tree simulation are I (internode), A (growing apex) and B (dormant bud). Dormant buds B may be transformed into growing apices A, which produce a number of internodes I and axillary buds B, before transforming again into a dormant terminal bud B. The fate of the terminal bud is determined by the Markov model. The type of all the axillary buds produced by the apex is determined by the relevant HSMC model when the apex is created. Buds of type 4 (sylleptic) are transformed into a growing apex immediately. Buds of type 1, 2 and 5 produce a growing apex in the following year, unless they are the ‘terminal’ bud of a floral GU (the bourse
shoot bud), in which case they are transformed immediately. Buds of type 0 remain dormant.

Visualisation of the L-system simulation requires the specification of geometrical characteristics such as branching and phyllotactic angles. Initially these angles were chosen to give a purely schematic and 2-dimensional visualisation of tree topology. In order to produce more visually realistic tree forms, a series of simple geometrical hypotheses was then introduced. Under these hypotheses, the initial form of the tree is based on branching and phyllotactic angles chosen based on observation of real tree forms and a tropism that causes branches to grow upwards. This form is then dynamically modified by the hypotheses that branches that are more than one year old will bend down, representing the effect of the weight of more distal growth and fruits.

RESULTS

Parameterisation of Terminal Bud Fate Model

Table 1 gives the transition probabilities for the Markovian model of terminal bud fate resulting from analysing the sequences of GU types along growth axes. Notice that all vegetative GUs are most likely to be followed by a floral GU, with the highest observed probability being for the medium GUs. About two thirds of floral GUs are followed by a short GU and one third by a medium GU. Long GUs are almost always found only after other long GUs, reflecting the fact that long GUs tend to occur mostly in the first years of growth.

Number of Nodes in GUs

The lengths of the sequences representing bud fate along a GU varied widely, as shown in Figure 5, which made it impractical to model all sequences with a single HSMC model. We therefore decided to divide the GU sequences into categories according to their length. It was assumed that sequences less than 5 nodes long corresponded to short GUs, those between 5 and 15 nodes long corresponded to medium GUs and those greater than 16 nodes long corresponded to long GUs. The long GU sequences were then further divided into three categories according to node number (16-25, 26-40, 41+). Separate HSMC models were then built to simulate the sequences from each category.

Analysis showed that the proportions of GUs in these categories varied widely according to the year of growth, as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, in the simulation, the probability that a given new long GU will belong to a certain length category varies with the growth year, according to these probabilities.

Hidden Semi-Markov Models

The hidden semi-Markov modelling of the branching along GUs revealed the presence of distinct zones. General patterns could be observed in the hidden semi-Markov models. The model for the initial trunk was relatively complex and contained seven states, whereas for shorter GUs simpler models with fewer states were adequate. For example, Figure 7 shows the simplest model for the category of 15-25 node long GUs. This model accounts for the possibility of having floral and non-floral GUs.

We also tried categorizing GUs by year and constructing distinct HSMC models for each year. The small number of 26-40 and 41+ GUs for some years made this yearly categorising impractical for these categories. However, the HSMC models for the medium and 16 to 25 categories revealed a yearly effect regarding the floral zone and the
probability of flowering within the zone, reflecting the alternative bearing behaviour of Fuji.

**Simulation**

The integration of the parameterised local-scale models using the L-systems formalism results in a dynamic, visual, node-by-node representation of the architectural development of the apple trees. Figure 8 shows an example of how the tree structure is built up annually by the addition of new GUs. Figure 9 shows how the stochastic nature of the simulation results in a range of different structures, corresponding to the range of structures found in the orchard for the same genotype under the same conditions, and also the result of applying the simple geometrical hypotheses discussed previously to obtain more realistic tree forms.

**DISCUSSION**

This paper presents the intermediate results of a work in progress. We have shown that integrating local-scale Markov chain models with L-systems provides a method for simulating the dynamic topological development of Fuji apple trees. The addition of simple geometrical hypotheses gives a reasonable representation of the way that the trees’ form develops over time. However, the effect of reducing the number and complexity of the underlying HSMC branching models should be investigated. This will indicate whether overall model complexity can be reduced without compromising accuracy at the global level.

The next step of model validation will involve evaluating the effectiveness of the local-scale stochastic modelling and the general approach of integrating these local-scale models into a global simulation. To address this issue, we intend to compare simulated tree structures with measured tree structures at a whole-tree-scale, looking at global characteristics such as the total number of different GU types over several years, with a focus on the regularity of floral GUs. In order to explore this regularity in greater depth, we will also consider more complex Markov models with memory greater than one.

We will then investigate the sensitivity of the global model output to changes in parameters of the local-scale models. For example, these investigations will show how important the terminal bud fate model is in terms of simulated global development. This could lead to greater understanding of the importance of terminal bud fate in the development of real trees.

When the general approach has been satisfactorily validated and refined for Fuji, it will then be applied to simulating the development of Braeburn apple trees. This will show whether the approach is applicable to different varieties and whether it is able to simulate important intra-specific differences. This would indicate that the approach could be a valuable tool for quantifying and analysing the structural development and bearing patterns of fruit trees.
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### Table

Table 1. Terminal Bud Fate Probabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preceding GU</th>
<th>Following GU</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Long</th>
<th>Floral</th>
<th>Medium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floral</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the general approach.

Fig. 2. Markovian model of terminal bud fate. The ovals correspond to the possible growth units. Model parameterisation involves assigning a transition probability to each arrow. For example, $p_{sf}$ is the probability that the terminal bud of a short GU will produce a floral GU. The sum of probabilities for a given GU type (e.g. $p_{sf}$, $p_{ss}$, $p_{sm}$, and $p_{sl}$) must equal one. Some of these transition probabilities may actually be close to or equal to zero.

Fig. 3. An example of a hidden semi-Markov model for axillary bud fate along a GU. The states (ovals) correspond to homogenous zones of nodes along a GU. Black arrows indicate the transition from one zone to another and has an associated probability. Each zone has an associated observation distribution (boxes above) and occupancy distribution (plot), illustrated here for zones 2 and 3.

Fig. 4. Using L-systems to represent plant components and development with symbols. In this case the axiom is $I[L]A$, where $I$ represents an internode, $L$ stands for a leaf, $A$ is an apical meristem. The square brackets enclose branching structures. At each step the $A$ is rewritten as $I[L]A$ and in the corresponding graphical translation the small triangle representing an apical meristem is replaced with a new internode, a leaf and a new apical meristem.
Fig. 5. The distribution of the lengths of the sequences representing the fate of the buds along the different GUs.

Fig. 6. Proportions of long GUs in different length categories according to growth year.

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of a parameterised four state hidden semi-Markov model for long GUs between 15 and 26 nodes long. The grey boxes represent the states of the model, corresponding to four possible branching zones. The length of the box corresponds to the average length of the zone and the dominant type of bud is indicated for each zone. Transition probabilities are also shown.

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of simulated tree structure at the end of one, two and three years.

Fig. 9. Three simulated trees at the end of the third year showing stochastic variability and the result of applying simple geometrical hypotheses.